Chinese and Western Combinations
Scorpio (Boar) Month
Combination with Rooster Year:
"Form" Mars, Water, Fixed
"Conqueror" Yang-Negative Metal
Characteristics:
Blind
Faith,
Bossiness,
Dissipation,
Humor,
Candor,
Resilience,
Conservatism,
Discipline,
Pedantry,
Chic,
Intransigence, Sadism, Enthusiasm, Cockiness,
Magnetism, Inspiration,
Revenge, Sovereignty,
Tenderness, Dedication, Suspicion, Mercilessness,
Fanaticism, Boastfulness

There seems to be a wonderful intelligence here and the Scorpio-Rooster appears to
know that is has what it takes. This combination is capable of drawing energy from
others and prone to use it for their many gifts. Strength might be the right word for the
Scorpio-Rooster because they have it to spare. Yes there is passion here too and it is
a powerful passion for life. There are many other qualities than can be attributed to
this character. They are mystifying and enigmatic. They see the world through an
idealist’s pair of glasses. Scorpio-Roosters are obviously highly sexy people. That
should never be mistaken for promiscuity or immorality. Under all that sex appeal and
ready to rock and roll appearance is a traditional person. Perhaps nowhere is their
energy more apparent than when they have been bruised, battered, wounded and left
for dead. It is not that they just get up and carry on. They get up with a smile on their
face and looking proper enough to go to a State Dinner. Mr. or Ms. Cool is what these
individuals represent.
Romance: Fooling around, flirting around and philandering around are strictly out. In
their quest for the Holy Grail of love, the Scorpio-Rooster meets resistance and
encounters failures; lots of them. They are so insistent on this vision of love that they
sometimes end up living the single life. They prefer this to anything they consider halfbaked, murky or risky. Scorpio-Roosters seek love and for them that ideal love must
be formulated by Plato himself. It must be perfect and it must be forever. When one
loves, that love has to be directed to one person and reflected back by that one
person. There are no eyes for anyone else.
Relationships: Leading off the poor matches in compatibility for this combination is
the Taurus-Boar. Even poorer choices are Leo-Rabbits and Roosters. Completely out
of the question are Aquarius-Rats. Snakes are a good choice for the Scorpio-Rooster
and of those the romance scale is higher with Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn and Pisces.
Additional fine picks are Capricorn and Pisces-Buffalos. The list of positive picks
continues with Capricorn and Pisces-Dragons.

Family Life: As parents the Scorpio-Roosters are very loving and caring parents.
Birthdays for their kids are extravaganzas of three ring circuses and county fairs. They
believe totally in happy childhoods and do everything that they can to make that the
case. Scorpio-Rooster homes are staggeringly fantastic. It is hard to know where to
begin. There are the antiques, of course; real ones and lots of them. There are the
gadgets and appliances. The home is perfectly maintained and has the finest
everything, including the stuff that cannot be seen; the wiring for instance. A game
room is a must and there will be a fully stocked bar.
Likelihood: This combination sees a challenge and they undertake it with joy. They
can learn languages, play sports, take awesome photographs and that is before lunch.
This person is a cut above your average Joe in everything. This combination oozes
talent, charisma and responsibility. Plainly put, there is very little they cannot do.
Huge projects that take years can be done or tiny projects requiring detail and focus.
They are disciplined and versatile.
Famous Scorpio/Roosters: Ezra Pound, James Jones, Katharine Hepburn, Neil
Young, Goldie Hawn.

